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… the killing of 250 Northwestern
Shoshoni at Bear River was a
national catastrophe. I t deserves to
be listed w ith other massacres in
American history, but, even more
important, it has significance as the
culmination of over twenty years of
increasing Indian-white violence on
the various western trails.

-Brigham D. Madsen (1985)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On 29th January 1863, as the Civil War entered its third and decisive year, the Shoshone winter village Bai Ogoi or Big Water was destroyed by five companies of California Volunteers under the command of Colonel Patrick Connor.  Three months earlier, Connor had been charged with securing the western sections of the overland mail, telegraph, and emigrant routes linking the Union’s eastern with its remote western states and territories.After a seven-day march from Camp Douglas at Salt Lake City, cavalry and infantry initiated a dawn assault on the Shoshone village. Although the Shoshone position was stoutly defended, the initial battle quickly turned into a rout and massacre.  In the four hours of fighting, 25 soldiers were killed or mortally wounded, and another 49 wounded severely enough to require surgical attention and hospitalization. Frostbite hospitalized almost as many soldiers by the time they returned to Camp Douglas.For the Shoshone the outcome was much more devastating. The count of casualties varies with reporters and their closeness to the event, but was probably not less than 250 dead, with hundreds of survivors left wounded, homeless, and unattended. 



View to nw across the
Bear River floodplain.

View to north looking up
ravine of Battle Creek.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2013 the Idaho Historical Society received a grant from the American Battlefield Protection Program to develop a more detailed map of the Bear River Massacre Historic Landmark. USU Archeological Services , in collaboration with Molly Cannon, Director of USU’s Museum of Anthropology and the Spatial Data Collection, Analysis, Visualization Lab, was awarded the subcontract to conduct the field investigations.  Dr. Joel Pederson of USU’s Geology Department was also engaged to conduct the geomorphic studies.A major aspect of the project was assessing the various historic records and maps and applying them to the on-the-ground studies that included an intensive pedestrian survey, metal detection, geophysical survey, and geomorphic mapping. 



Connor’s Overlook

Initial Attack & Repulse

Shoshone Village

Battle Creek Ravine

McGarry’s Flanking Move

View to SE with Bear River Mountains in Background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More specific goals were:Where was the Shoshone village?Where was the core area of the combat?What are the boundaries of the study area, and what impacts have affected it since 1863?What evidence is there for earlier occupations within the Landmark?



One of the most extensive and 
beautiful vales of the Rocky 
Mountain Range …, producing 
everywhere most excellent 
grass….

-Warren Ferris 1832

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bear River Massacre site is located within the northern portion of Cache Valley in SE Idaho.  Cache Valley is the traditional territory of the NW Band of Shoshone.



Agricultural fields

Utah & Northern
Rail Road

1877-1890

County Roads

West Cache Canal
1898-1904

154 YEARS OF IMPACTS

Active Landslide Complex

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the course of the past 154 years, numerous natural and anthropomorphic impacts have been incurred:The Utah and Northern Railroad 1877-1890West Cache Canal construction 1898-1904, which produced human remains that have since been repatriated.Great flood of 1911 that washed away the earthen aqueduct. The sediment was redeposited in the Lower Ravine and filled a low swampy depression in the East Plain that became the Will Carter farm (Hart 1982:274).County and state road systems.Agriculture.The valley also has an active landslide complex along both the Bear River and Battle Creek that has added to the complexity of the investigations. 



• Drafted 16 days after 
attack while recovering 
from frostbite at Camp 
Douglas.

SGT. WILLIAM BEACH MAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of historic documents were used in the development of landscape models and directing our investigations.Of crucial importance were a series of maps produced by military combatants or based upon first hand accounts.The first of these maps was drawn by Cavalry Sgt William Beach from his hospital bed 16 days after the attack as he recovered from frostbite.



SGT. WILLIAM BEACH MAP
(redrafted)

• Gives the depth and width of 
the ravine, but not its length.

• Shows Shoshone village along 
the length of the ravine.

• Focus is on the location of the 
military units before the attack.

• Temporal code: present tense, 
2-hour duration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gives the depth and width of the ravine, but not its length.Shows Shoshone village along the length of the ravine.Focus is on the location of the military units before the attack.Temporal code: present tense, 2-hour duration 



PRICE-MARTINEAU MAP
(1863)

Captain George Price’s 
“diagram” of the Bear River 
battle (with verso notes on 
the casualties by John Henry 
Martineau)?

Found in LDS Church archives  
(Christensen 1999)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second map has been attributed to James Henry Martineau, an accomplished topographical engineer in the Mormon militia, who by the time of the attack was well-acquainted with northern Cache Valley.However, because the map’s annotations so closely follow the sequence of events given by anewspaper correspondent writing within days of the attack, who mentions his own use of “Captain price’s diagram,” we suspect the sketch was actually drafted by Capt George Price, commander of Company M, 2nd Cavalry, one of he unwouded officers present throughout the action.We cannot rule out a collaborative effort on this map, and Price may have worked with Martineau to annotate the sketch shortly after the attack. While the verso comments listing the Shoshone causalities appear to be in the Martineau’s hand, the map in no way resembles his style of cartography.



PRICE-MARTINEAU MAP 
(redrafted)

• Gives the length (.75 mile) but not the 
width or depth of the ravine.

• Does not show location of the Shoshone 
village. 

• Shoshone defensive position is about 1600 
feet long, beginning about 800 feet above 
the confluence. 

• Temporal code: past tense, 24-hour 
duration.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gives the length (.75 mile) but not the width or depth of the ravine.Does not show location of the Shoshone village. Shoshone defensive position is about 1600 feet long, beginning about 800 feet above the confluence. Temporal code: past tense, 24-hour duration.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map provides a view of the various courses of the Bear River and Battle Creek over the past 150 years. A major issue we were trying to address was the large distance Battle Creek travels before entering the Bear River as seen on modern maps and the relatively short distance depicted on the historic maps.The Aitken map provided us with more information to ponder. 



W.H. Aitkin’s map of 1926: 

anchored to Public Land    Survey 

incorporates local knowledge of 
Shoshone village

identifies 1863 channel of Bear River

Temporal Code

• Present tense

• 4 hour duration for the battle

• 63 year duration for the river

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third considered map was drafted in 1929 by a professional land surveyor named WT Aitken.  Initially, we did not give the map appropriate credibility due to its temporal distance from the event and the second hand nature of narrative. But after initial field reconnaissance of the landscape and other factors coming to light, the map became more important.The map appears to have been commissioned by the Daughters of the Utah Pioneers and does in fact show a proposed monument, although not in its eventual 1932 location.Despite the florid phrasing of inset texts and invented quotes comparing the site to Thermopylae, the Custer battlefield, and the Alamo, the map stands as a gem of historical geography.The source of the information for the map seems to have been James Packer, Jr, the son of one of the Mormon teamsters who had conveyed the wounded soldiers back to Franklin the morning after the battle.



• Superimpose Aitken 
on Google Earth.

• Not a perfect 
match, but close.

• Matched with 
Pederson’s terrace 
sequence—ah hah!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we superimpose the map over a Google Earth aerial photo it comes fairly close to remnant landforms associated with the Bear River. Other maps that were also useful in reconstructing the landscape were the 1872 GLO and the 1915 1:96,000 scale USGS topographic map. Each of these maps depicts the Bear River in its roughly modern configuration.



14C DATING THE SECOND 
TERRACE

AD 900

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The geomorphic study by Joel Pederson, and his student Kelsey Wetzel, and the dating of various exposures provides an independent story of the valley.



Three Inset Terraces
• T1:  <300 years.  Small remnant in the 

Middle Ravine, more extensive fan 
lobes south of T2.  Probable site of 
village, battle, massacre.

• T2: three 14C dates from 330 – 2130 
rcybp; hearth feature dated to ~A.D. 
900

T3:  late mid-Holocene in age, but not 
dated

• HYPOTHESIS:  The 1863 channel 
produced a toe-cut terrace sequence 
~700 m north of the present channel.

Village 
remnant

Climax of 
battle

T1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Radiocarbon dating provided chronometric control for three inset terrace sequences:T1:  <300 years.  Small remnant in the Middle Ravine, more extensive fan lobes south of T2.  Probable site of village, battle, massacre.�T2: three 14C dates from 330 – 2130 rcybp; hearth feature dated to ~A.D. 900.T3:  late mid-Holocene in age, but not dated.The geomorphic investigations, along with Aitken’s map, provides us with a compelling working hypothesis:  The 1863 channel produced a toe-cut terrace sequence ~700 m north of the present channel. The movement of the river probably occurred during a single event during a more moist pluvial cycle.More precise dating to the T1 is proposed using radiocarbon and OSL dating. 



Future Goals

The Massacre of the Bear R iver was fought in this
vicinity January 29, 1863. Colonel P.E. Connor
and his California volunteers from Camp Douglas,
Utah, all but annihilated the Northwestern
Shoshone Tribe. Chief Sagw itch Timbimboo
escaped the massacre. Chief Bear Hunter was
tortured to death. No Bannocks were present,
only Northwestern Shoshones of the Great
Shoshone Nation.

-Mae T. Parry (1976),
Granddaughter of Sagwitch

Chief Sagwitch and
Bear Hunters’ wife.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The historic documents and the geomorphic studies have provided us with a compelling model of dramatic landscape change.But most importantly provides a more definitive location for the core area of the event and the location for the Shoshone winter village.This is of value not only for a more well defined boundary for the historic landmark, but provides guidance to the NW Band of Shoshone on future purchased of land for the long term protection/preservation and interpretation of this sacred landscape.Additional work is proposed for 2017 that will include additional geomorphic investigations and geophysical surveys in the area of confluence of Battle Creek and the Bear River. 
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